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ために ELCAS J をご活用ください。ELCAS J の読者となるだけでは満足せず、ELCAS への参加や京都大学への受験を希望する高校
生が一人でも多くなることを期待しています。
To Our Dear Readers: Greetings from the Chairman
of the ELCAS Journal Editorial Committee
Scientific research provides a series of thrills and curious encounters based on discovery. It is a fascinating enterprise that brings irresistible 
pleasure and satisfaction when you finally solve a difficult question you have struggled with for a long time. You would subsequently want to share 
your amazing discovery with others as soon as possible, and expect that its significance to be appreciated. Conversely, if someone publicizes their 
discovery promptly, it will benefit your own research and help lead to new discoveries. Scientific research is a collaborative effort that involves 
many people around the world over a long period of time stretching from the past into the future1. We believe that you are ready to participate in 
this global enterprise. The very first scientific journal was born in England to facilitate dialogue or discussion among “collaborators” just like you2, 3.
ELCAS Journal (ELCAS J) was launched as a platform for highlighting the research achievements of students who have been specially trained 
at the Kyoto University Global Science Campus. It is also designed to stimulate interactive communication between high school students, teachers, 
and citizen scientists worldwide. We sincerely hope that our high school student readers will be encouraged by the achievements of friends of your 
age and to use their findings for your own study or research. You too can be contributors as we accept and publish papers on research conducted 
independently of ELCAS. Please bear in mind, however, that all submissions must be reviewed and approved by the panel of experts before pub-
lication. Therefore, you are required to take the panel’s comments and criticisms seriously, and patiently continue with the process of verification, 
or even to conduct further experiments to address their concerns.
You may have doubts about the reason for existence of journals, including ELCAS J, in this era of the Internet. It is very difficult, however, to 
attempt to evaluate Internet resources on your own. Inherently, unverified sources are a mixture of good and bad. You can, however, assign a high 
level of credibility to information found in ELCAS J as each of its articles has to be fully reviewed and approved by experts in a relevant field 
of science. Moreover, anyone can verify conclusions drawn from appropriate tests or experiments. We will carefully handle research results and 
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guarantee their scientific significance so that contributors can be satisfied with presenting their achievements.
Contributions in English are particularly welcome, as we aim to disseminate information and communicate globally. Communicating in English 
is an important skill to master given the trend towards globalization. Everyone should respect, however, his or her mother tongue and learn it well. 
You should first focus on writing clear and concise sentences and on reading many books in order to improve your vocabulary and expressions and 
have a good command of your first language. Subsequently, you should go on to enhance your communication skills in English in order to discuss 
ideas with people around the world.
ELCAS J will not only run research papers presented by high school students but also feature articles on the various types of research conducted 
at Kyoto University as well as unique ELCAS programs such as international classes, extramural workshops, and others that will appeal to our 
young readers. We are also planning to gradually increase the number of bilingual (Japanese/English) articles so that our readers can learn English 
at their own pace.
Our dear readers, ELCAS J is here for you, waiting to help you present your research achievements, get information on research hot off the press, 
and track active fields of research. We hope that high school students will not simply stay ELCAS J readers but will be motivated to step into action 
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